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Let { LY, (I), 0 < t < l} and {p,(f), 0 G t G l} be the empirical and quantile processes generated by the first 
n observations from an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with a uniform distribution on (0,l). 
Let 0 c h, < 1 be a sequence of constants such that h, + 0 and (log(l/h,))/log log n + c E [0, 00) as 
n + cc. Under suitable additional regularity conditions imposed upon h,,, we prove functional laws of 
the iterated logarithm for {(u,(t+ h;)-cu,(t))/J2h, log log n, Octal-h,} and {(P,(t+h;)- 
/3,( t))/JZh, log log n, 0s t s 1 - h,}. We present applications of these results to nonparametric density 
estimation, and prove a conjecture of Shorack and Wellner (1986) concerning the limiting behavior of 
the maximal increments of a, and p.. 
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1. Introduction and results 
Let U,, U,,... be a sequence of independent random variables with a uniform 
distribution on (0, 1). For each n 2 1, denote by F,(s) = n-‘#{ Ui G s: 1 =Z i c n} for 
0~ s I 1 the empirical distribution function, and by Q,,(s) = inf{ t 2 0: F,,(t) 3 s} for 
0~ s 5 1 the emprical quantile function. Consider the empirical process a,(s) = 
n”2(F,(s)-s)for0 G SG 1, and the empiricalquantileprocessP,(s) = n”2(Q,,(s) - s) 
for 05ssl. 
In this paper, we will be concerned with the strong limiting behavior of increments 
of LY,, and P,,. Following the notation of Mason, Shorack and Wellner (1983), set 
for OshGl, 
w,(h)= sup sup lRl(t+s)--(Y,(t)l. 
OG,=z--h iJG.T%h 
(1.1) 
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h,&O and nh,,Tco as n@; 
(log( l/h,))/log log n + cc as n + co; 
nh,/log n + ~0 as n + ~0. 
(Hl), (H2), (H3), Stute (1982) showed that 
lit-n (2h, log(l/h,))-“‘w,(h,) = 1 a.s. 
n+ai (1.2) 
We will consider here the cases where (H2) is not satisfied, specifically when 
(H4) (log(l/h,))/log log n + c E [0, CO) as n + CO. 
It is convenient to state (H4) in the following equivalent form 
h, = l/(log n)“,f, with c,-+cE[O,cO) as n+co. (1.3) 
Under (Hl), (H4), Mason, Shorack and Wellner (1983) (see their Theorem l(II1) 
and, e.g., Theorem 3, pp. 543-544 of Shorack and Wellner, 1986) proved that, almost 
surely, 
c I”= lim inf(2h, log, n)-“‘o,(h,) 
n-cc 
<lim sup(2h, log, n)-““w,(h,) = (c+l)“‘, 
n-x (1.4) 
where logj denotes the jth iterated logarithm. Since (1.4) implies that the sequence 
{(2h,, log2 n) P”2w,(h,)} is almost surely relatively compact, it is natural to seek to 
characterize its limit set. Shorack and Wellner (1986) (see their Open question 1, 
p. 544) gave this question as an open problem, conjecturing that the limit set should 
be, under (Hl), (H4), equal to the interval [cl’*, (c-t l)“*]. One of the purposes of 
the present paper is to show that this conjecture is correct. Towards this aim, we 
will establish functional laws of the iterated logarithm which constitute our main 
results. 
In order to motivate further thesefunctionaE laws, we will now survey the theorems 
of the kind which are available for the increments of a,, and P,,. The most famous 
result of this type is due to Finkelstein (1971) and corresponds to h, = 1 (or c, = 0 
in (1.3)). Denote by B(0, 1) the set of all bounded functions on [0, 11, endowed 
with the topology defined by the sup-norm llfll = supO__ ‘If(s Let further AC(0, 1) 
be the set of all absolutely continuous functions f on [0, 11, and denote by f(s) = 
df(s)/ds the Lebesgue derivative offs AC(0, 1). Finkelstein (1971) proved that the 
sequence of functions {(2 log, n) -“*a,(. )} is almost surely relatively compact in 
B(0, 1) with limit set equal to 
%-I= 
{ 
f~ AC(0, 1): f(0) =f(l) = 1, 
I 
O’j’(s)drsl}. (1.5) 
A simple consequence of the Finkelstein (1971) Theorem is stated in Theorem 
1.1 below, which describes the functional limiting behavior of the increments of (Y, 
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and P,, when h, + h E (0,l) as n + CO. First, we need to introduce some notation and 
vocabulary. Set for nsl, Osh<l and Ostsl-h, 
5,(h, t; s) = a,(t+ hs) -a,(t), 
&,(h,t;s)=P,,(t+hs)-Pn(t), forOcss1. 
(1.6) 
Given a sequence {h,, n 2 1) with O< h, s 1, we set b, = (2h, log, n)-“2, and 
define the random sets of functions 
~,=~,(h,,)={b,&(h,, t;.): O~tsl-h,}, 
9, = %?,,(h,,) ={b,&(h,, t; .): 0~ t s 1 -h,}. 
(1.7) 
For any &c B(0, 1) and e > 0, denote by d9’ the set of all functions f E B(0, 1) 
such that there exists a g E & with 11 f - gll < F. For any sequence & of subsets of 
B(0, 1) which is relatively compact (i.e., such that ti,, c X for all n, where 3” is a 
compact subset of B(0, l)), we will say that &, has limit set equal to 93 c B(0, l), 
or that d, maximally covers 93, if 3 consists of all limits of convergent subsequences 
f,,E&, with lsn,<n,<.... 95’ so defined is complete and relatively compact. 
Therefore, $72 is compact in B(0, 1). Moreover, the following properties of 23 follow 
from routine topological arguments. 
(LS) (i) For any E > 0, there exists an n, < cc 
such that &,, c B3’ for all n 2 nF ; 
(4 53 = n,>, r-ha, (U- KJ. 
Note that (LS)(i) and (LS)(“) 11 re q uire, to be valid, the relative compactness of 
{a,,}, since otherwise 23 could be possibly void. 
Likewise, for any sequence A, of subsets of B(0, 1) which is relatively compact, 
we will say that & minimally covers W’c B(0, l), if 3’ is the set of all limits in 
B(0, 1) of convergent sequences fn E d,, as n + ~0. 3’ so defined is possibly void, 
and is compact in B(0, 1). Moreover, 9 satisfies the following properties, whose 
proofs are straightforward by elementary topology. 
(MC) (i) For any E > 0, there exists an n: <CO 
such that 3’~ &E for all n 2 n b ; 
69 ~‘=n,,, LL, (fL, KJ> c 93. 
It follows from (LS) and (MC) when combined with the triangle inequality, that: 
For any E > 0, there exists an n: < 03 
such that 3 c a: c 53” for all n 2 n!. (1.8) 
Finally, for any sequence &,, of subsets of B(0, 1) which is relatively compact, 
we will say that ti,, completely covers 93, if 3’ and %3 as defined above are equal. 
In this case, it is readily verified that 3 satisfies the following properties. 
(CC) (i) For any E >O, there exists an nl:<oo 
such that %‘~&~~%2f forall n>n:; 
(ii) 53 is compact in B(0, 1). 
Referring to the famous functional law of the iterated logarithm for partial sums 
and Wiener processes due to Strassen (1964), we will denote by Y = Y, the Strassen 
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set defined by Y = {f~ AC(0, 1): f(0) = 0, j:_/*(s) ds G l}. We define likewise the 
Strassen-type sets .Y, by 







Theorem 1.1. Assume that the sequence {h,, n 2 l} satisjes 0 < h, < 1 and h, + h E 
(0,l) as n + co. Then, both sequences E’,, (h,) and &,( h,) as dejined in (1.7) are almost 
surely relatively compact in B(0, 1) with limit sets equal to {f~ Y: jAj“(s) dss l- 
(h/( 1 - h))f’( 1)). Moreover, %,(h,,) and %?,,(h,) almost surely minimally cover the 
void set. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is postponed until Section 2. As a corollary of this 
theorem, we will show that the limit set of the sequence {b,w,(h,)} is almost surely 
equal to the interval [0, min(( 1 - h)“*, hP1’*22’)] when h, + h E (0, ~0) as n + ~0. By 
setting here h = 0, one obtains the interval [0, 11, which is in agreement with the 
above-mentioned conjecture of Shorack and Wellner (1986) for c = 0. However, this 
case is excluded in the statement of Theorem 1.1 and one needs here a new argument. 
Recently, Deheuvels and Mason (1991) have proved the following result, stated 
in Theorem 1.2 below, which corresponds to the case where (Hl), (H2), (H3) hold. 
Under these assumptions, one needs different norming constants. Set r, = 
(2h, log(l/hX1’*, and consider the random sets of functions 
(1.10) 
Theorem 1.2. Assume that the sequence {h,, n 2 l} satisjies 0 < h, < 1, together with 
(Hl), (H2), (H3). Then, both sequences ofrandom sets 8L(h,) and Z!k(h,) as dejined 
by (1.10) are almost surely relatively compact in B(0, 1) and completely cover Y. 0 
We refer to Deheuvels and Mason (1992) for the proof of Theorem 1.2. A 
comparison of the results of this theorem with those of Theorem 1.1 shows that, 
besides a different choice of the norming constants, the limiting behaviors of 
the sets of increment functions {&(h,, t; .): 0~ ts 1 -h,} and {&,(h,, t; e): 0~ t4 
1 -h,} differ mainly by the fact that we have a complete covering of the limit set 
under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, while this property does not hold under the 
assumptions of Theorem 1.1. This gives a strong motivation to the study of the 
strong limiting behavior of ‘8n (h,) and 4, (h,) in the intermediate case characterized 
by the assumption (H4). The main result of this paper, stated in Theorem 1.3, brings 
an answer to this problem. 
Theorem 1.3. Assume that the sequence {h,, n > I} satisjies O< h, < 1, together with 
(Hl), (H4). Then, the sequences of random sets ‘8, (h,) and 3?,, (h,) as defined in (1.7) 
are almost surely relatively compact in B(0, 1) with limit sets equal to YC+, , and 
minimally cover 9,. 
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The proof of of Theorem 1.3 will be given in Section 2, together with additional 
results of interest for the large increment behavior of (Y,, and P,, obtained under 
(H4). By letting h = 1 in Theorem 1.1 and c = 0 in Theorem 1.2, we obtain in both 
cases that the limit sets are equal to P’. On the other hand, there is a discontinuity 
for the minimally covered set, equal to the void set in the first case, and to Sp, = {a}, 
where 0 denotes the null function, in the second case (see Remark 2.2 in the sequel). 
To take care of the different norming choices of (1.7) and (l.lO), set d,, = 




With this notation, one may reformulate Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in a unified way 
by saying that 8i(h,,) and Z!i(h,) have limit sets Y, and minimally cover .Y’~~,(r+,J) 
when 0 < c < 00, whereas they completely cover Y, when c = 00. Since c/( c + 1) + 1 
as c + co, we see that both statements are in agreement. 
In Section 3, we will present applications of our functional limit laws to various 
problems. In particular, we prove in Subsection 3.2 the conjecture (p. 544) of Shorack 
and Wellner (1986), while in Subsection 3.3 we obtain laws of the iterated logarithm, 
in the spirit of Stute (1982), for nonparametric density estimators. 
We conclude this introduction by mentioning several related references of interest. 
The study of increments of quantile processes has been developed for various ranges 
of the increment parameter h, by Mason (1984) and Deheuvels and Devroye (1984). 
The study of the increments of Wiener processes has received considerable attention 
and gives, at times, results very similar to to that obtained for the empirical and 
quantile processes. In particular, RtvCsz (1979) has proved a version of Theorem 
1.2 for the Wiener process. Likewise, a statement close to (1.4) for the increments 
of the Wiener process is due to Book and Shore (1978) (see, e.g., Cs6rg6 and R&v&z, 
1979, 1981). In spite of this analogy, one may not use directly either of these results 
to prove their counterparts for the empirical and quantile processes (and conversely), 
since the stochastic structures (and specifically the dependence upon n) of (Y, and 
P,, differ from that of a single Wiener process W( a). Other related functional laws 
are to be found in Deheuvels and Mason (1990b) and the references therein. 
2. Functional laws for large increments of the empirical and quantile processes 
We inherit the notation of Section 1, and assume throughout that (Hl) and (H4) 
hold, together with (1.3). We will make use of the following notation and facts. 
For any f~ B(0, l), set J(f) = Gus’ ds if fc AC(0, 1) has Lebesgue derivative 
f and J(f) =cy) if f JZ AC(0, 1). For any 0 <A <co, let Sp, ={fEB(O, l):f(O)=O, 
J(f)~A}and B,, ={g~L~(0, 1):~~g2(s)ds~h}. Let Z(g)(x):=~~g(t)dt,OGx~l. 
Then, for any gE B,+ and O<x<y~ 1, II(g)(x)-l(g)(y)lG(A(y-x))“‘. Thus (as 
is well known), I( .) is, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, a compact operator from 
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L*(O, 1) into C(0, 1). Also I( .) maps B,, onto S,. Since L’(O,l) is reflexive, each 
S, is closed and compact with respect to the sup-norm topology (see, e.g., Conway, 
1985, p. 177). Thus J( .) is a lower semi-continuous mapping of B(0, 1) onto [0, 001. 
We refer, for instance to Csiirgii and Rev&z (1981, p. 36), Varadhan (1966, pp. 262- 
263), and Deuschel and Stroock (1989, p. 12) for further details and properties of 
J(e) and Y*. 
Set, for each subset g of B(0, l), 
J(S) =.f$ J(f). (2.1) 
Fact 1. Let {W(t), t SO} be a standard Wiener process, and set for any A > 0, 
W,(S)=~-~‘*A-‘W(AS) forOcss1. Then: 
(1) For any closed subset 9 of B(0, l), we have 
lim sup A -’ log P( WA E 9) G -J( 9). (2.2) 
A-r 
(2) For any open subset 3 of B(0, l), 
lim&fA-‘logP(W,t%)>-J(g). (2.3) + 
Fact 1 is usually referred to as the Shilder Theorem (Shilder, 1966; see, e.g., 
Theorem 1.3.27 in Deuschel and Stroock, 1989). 
Fact 2. It is possible to define the sequence U, , U,, . . . on a probability space where 
sits a two-parameter Wiener process { W(x, y), x 3 0, ya 0) such that, if we set 
K(s, t)= W(s, t)-sW(1, t) forO<s < 1 and t 2 0, we have almost surely as n + 00: 
II~,(.)-n~“*K(.,.)II=o(n-“6(logn)*’3). (2.4) 
Fact 2 is due to Kiefer (1972) (see, e.g., Csijrgo and Rev&z, 1981, Theorem 4.3.2). 
Note here that Komlos, Major and Tusnady (1975) have shown that the left-hand 
side of (2.4) could be made a.s. 0( n-l’* log* n) by a suitable construction of W( . , . ). 
Any one of these approximations would be suitable for our needs. We choose the 
weaker form (2.4) since it is more than sufficient to prove our results. 
Fact 3. We have almost surely 
lim+sJp n”4(log n))“*(log2 n)-“4]1a, +Pn 11 = 2m”4. (2.5) 
Fact 3 is due to Kiefer (1970) (see, e.g., (1.1) in Deheuvels and Mason, 1990a). 
Fact 4 (Inequality 1, p. 545 of Shorack and Wellner, 1986; see, e.g., Inequality 1, 
p. 86 of Mason, Shorack and Wellner, 1983). Let 0 < a G 6 s 4. Then, for all A > 0 
and nzl, 
(2.6) 
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where 4’(x) = 2x-‘h( 1 +x) and h(z) = z log z - z + 1 for z > 0. Note for further use 
that 
2 log x 
$(x)dl as xl0 and r,!~(x)=(l+o(l))- as x+co. 
X 
(2.7) 
The proof of (2.7) follows from routine computations (see, e.g., Mason, Shorack 
and Wellner, 1983, Appendix). 
The following sequence of lemmas is directed toward proving that Sp, is a.s. 
minimally covered by g,,(h,,) as defined in (1.7). Fix an arbitrary 0 < y < 1 and 
introduce the sequence Nk = [exp( kY)], k = 1,2, . . . , where [u] G u < [u] + 1 denotes 
the integer part of U. It is readily verified that, as k + ~0, log Nk - kY, Nk - Nk+, , and 
N ktl - Nk = (I+ o( 1)) yN,(log Nk))(‘-‘)“, 
where we use the symbol U, - v, to express that u,/v, + 1. 
Let 
(2.8) 
R(‘)= max k sup lI&(h,, r; .)-Sn(&, t; .)I1 (2.9) 
Nhsn=--N~+, “~ S,_J, Nh 
Lemma 2.1. For any choice of O< y < 1, we have for i = 1, 2, 
limb O’i’=O as Nk k . . 
k-m 
(2.11) 
Proof. By (Hl), whenever Nk C n s Nk+, , we have hNlil G h, s h,, and NkhNl s 
N,+, hN,+, . Thus, by (2.8), we have, as k+a, 






=(l+o(l))y(log Nk))(l~y”Y+O. (2.12) 
In view of (1.6), (2.9) and (2.10), it follows from (2.12) that for any fixed O< 0 < 1 
we have for all k sufficiently large and i = 1, 2, 
L?ps2 max w,(%,). (2.13) 
NlsnsNIII 
An application of (1.4) with the formal replacement of h, by oh,, yields 
lim_yp b,w,(8h,) = (0(c+ 1))“’ a.s. (2.14) 
Since (2.12) implies that b, - b,, uniformly over Nk < n G Nk+, as k+ Co, by 
(2.13) and (2.14) we obtain readily (2.11) by choosing 0 E (0, 1) arbitrarily small. 0 
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Consider now 
fi’,3’= max sup (2.15) 
NkSnsNk+, O=s,s,-h 
d 
= max (mlNA”2 ,suph II~m@N,, t; ‘)/I, (2.16) 
I=msNk+,-Nk 
N!i 
where we denote by “ 2” equality in distribution, and where we use the fact 
that for n > N, n”2tx,, - N”2aN 2 (n - N)“‘cI+~. 
Lemma 2.2. For any choice of O< y ~4, we have for i = 3, 4, 
lim b,,L!n’,” = 0 a s . . 
k+m 
(2.17) 
Proof. By (2.12) and (Hl), we have for all k sufficiently large and Nk G n s Nk+, , 
h Nk c2h,. Thus, by (1.4) (with h, replaced by 2h,), (1.6) and (2.12), we have almost 




= O((log Nk))(Yp’)‘y ) X O((h,, log, NA”2), 
from which we obtain readily (2.17) for i = 3. 
By Fact 4 taken with S=+, a=h,, and A=hk:=f(Nk.(Nk+l-Nk))“2 x 
(F log, Nk) “2, we have by (2.16) for any fixed E > 0, 





- NJ exp(-&A’kG(W((Nktl - Nk)hNli)“2)), 
where we have used the inequality [I&( hNk, t; . )\I S 20,( hNk). 
It follows obviously from (1.3), (2.8) and (H4) that 
(2.18) 
~J((N,~+I - N/%vk)“2- 
(log Nk 1 cNk/2+(l~Y)/Y 
2YJK 
(E log, Nk)“2+0 as k+co. 
(2.19) 
Recalling from (2.7) that $(x)&l as xl0, it follows from (2.8), (2.18) and (2.19) 
that for all large k, 
Pk s N,(log Nk)c+‘--(l--y)‘y exp -& (log Nk)(1~Y)‘y(log2 N,)). 
(2.20) 
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Assume now that (1 - y)/ y 2 1, i.e., that 0 < y G f . It follows from (2.20) that, for 
any fixed C > 0, we have, as k-+ CO, Pk = O((log Nk)-=) = 0( k?“). By taking C = 
2/y, we see that Pk = O(k-*) as k + CO, so that Ck Pk <CO. Since the choice of E > 0 
in (2.18) is arbitrary, (2.17) follows from Borel-Cantelli in the case i=4. 0 
We have now achieved the essential part of our blocking argument. By combining 
(2.9), (2.10), (2.15) and (2.16) with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain readily that, for 





A similar argument shows that, almost surely as k + ~0, 
max sup ~N~115~(~,,~;~)-5~,:(~N~,~-~N~;~)II~0. (2.22) 
Nk=Gn<Nk+, Ibh,ksr~l-h,, 
In a second step of our proof, we set for n 2 1, 0 G h < 1 and t 3 0, 
u,(h,t;s)=n-“*((W(t+hs,n)-W(t,n)) forOGs<l, (2.23) 
where W( a, . ) is as in Fact 2. We note for further use that {u, (h, t; s), 0 s s G 1) 2 
{A”* W(s), 0s se l}, where {W(t), t30) denotes a standard Wiener process. Let 
further 
@‘,‘I = @‘,“(h,) = os;zp_h ll5n(L t; .I-un(hn, t; .)II (2.24) 
n 
and 
0:’ = @‘,“( h,) = Os;vh llL;I(hn, t; .)+on(L t; .)I. (2.25) 
n 
Lemma 2.3. We have, for i = 1, 2, 
lim b O”‘=O as n n . . II’02 
Proof. By Fact 2, we have almost surely as n + cc, 
b”“:q2n Iz* J”’ 1 W(l, n)l+O(n?+‘(log n)2’3h;“2(log2 n)-I’*). 
By (1.3) and the law of the iterated logarithm, which implies that 1 W(1, n)l = 
O((n log, n)“*) a.s. as n + co, the right-hand side of this expression is almost surely 
O(h!,“) +o(n-“6(log n)“‘+‘) +O as n +co. 
Thus, the result is proved for i = 1. This, in turn yields the result for i = 2, when 
combined with Fact 3 and the triangle inequality. We have namely, by (1.3), (1.6), 
(2.Q (2.24) and (2.25), 
b,II0’,“-0’,2’II~b,, o~s_ulp_h~l15,~~.,~;~~+i,~~,,~;~~Il~~~.ll~~+P~II 
=O(n -1’4(log ~)c’+c~~)‘2(log2 n)“4) + 0 as. as n + cc;). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 0 
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Introduce the following notation. For each n 2 1, consider a sequence 
t,,(l), 
B(0, 1): Ilf-gl] < F}, and 
consider the event 
A,,,,(f)= s1 {b,u,(k,, t,(i); +)a N,(f)}. (2.27) 
Since {b,u,(h,, t,(i); s), 0~s~ 1) ~{2~‘/“(log, n)-‘W((log, n)s), 0~s~ l}, and 
recalling the notation of Fact 1, we have 
P(A,,(f)) = (1 - P( W(,og,n) E X(f)))“+> 
s exp(-M,P( Kogznj E X(f))), (2.28) 
where we have used (2.26) which implies that the { u,(h,, t,(i); . ), 1 s i G M,} are 
independent. 
Lemma 2.4. Assume that c> 0. Then, for any f E Y,, whenever 
(log M,,)/log2 n + c as n + ~0, we have, for any F > 0 and 0 < y < 1, 
P(A,,(O)+O as n+m and P(A,,,,(f) i.o. (in k)) = 0. 
M, satisjes 
(2.29) 
Proof. Our assumptions obviously imply that J( N,(f)) := c -26 < c. Since %:= 
N,(f) is open in B(0, l), it follows from (2.3) that for all n sufficiently large 
P( ~log2n) E N,(f))Zexp(-(c-S)log, n). 
Thus, by (2.28), we have for all large n, 
P(A,,,(f)) < exp(-(log n)*‘2)+ 0 as n + a. (2.30) 
Recalling that log Nk - kY as k + 00, we see from (2.30) that Ck P(A,,,,(f)) < ~0. 
The Borel-Cantelli lemma completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. Cl 
In the sequel, we denote by B the null function on [0, 11. Observe that 9” = {a}, 
and that {KogZn)~ ~,(Q)Will Fogzn) 11 < E}. A direct evaluation of the correspond- 
ing probability is possible by using (11.13), p. 79 of Billingsley (1968) (see, e.g., 
Theorem 1.5.1, p. 43 in Csiirgo and RCvCsz, 1981). We have namely for z> 0, 
P(II WII < z) = P(I YI <z)+ -f (-l)kP((2k-l)z< Y<(2k+l)z), (2.31) 
k=l 
where Y denotes a random variable following a normal N(0, 1) distribution. It 
follows from (2.31) that for z > 0, 
l-P(IJWII<z)=4 F P((41+l)z< Y<(41+3)z)G4P(Y>z). (2.32) 
I-0 
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Lemma 2.5. Assume that c = 0, and that M,, +co as n+a. Then, for any e>O and 
O<y<l, 
P(A,,(B))+O as n+c~ and P(A,,,(B) i.o. (in k))=O. (2.33) 
Proof. With the notation of (2.31)-(2.32), we have 
P( Y> z) = (2n))“‘(zz-(1 +o(1))zm3) exp(-3z2) as z+cO, 
and therefore, by (2.32), 1 - P( I( WI1 < z) = exp( -i( 1 + o( 1))~‘) as z + co, so that, by 
(2.28), 
P(A,,(B)) = (1 -I’(/] W/I < ~(2 log2 n)“2))M,l 
= exp(-(l+o(l))e2Mn log, n)+O as n+a. (2.34) 
Recalling that log Nk - kY as k + ~0, we have log, Nk - y log k. Since M,, -+ ~0 as 
n + ~0, it follows from (2.34) that for any fixed C > 0, we have for all k sufficiently 
large, 
P(AN,,, (0)) G exp( - C log k) = kmC‘. 
By choosing C = 2, we see that Ck P(A,,,,(B)) < ~0, so that the proof of Lemma 
2.5 is completed by Borel-Cantelli. q 
The inner half of Theorem 1.3 is captured in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 below. 
Proposition 2.1. Let I, = [A,,, B,,] be a sequence of sub-intervals of [0, 1 -h,] such 
that either I, c I2 c . . . or I, 1 I2 1 . . * , and denote by ) I,, I = B, -A,, the length of I,, 
for n 2 1. Assume that (Hl) and (H4) hold. 
(1) Wheneverc>O and (10g(~Z,,]/h,))/log2 n + c as n + ~0, then, for any e > 0 there 
exists almost surely an nF < ~0 such that for all n z n,, 
~~“,{bn&(h,, t; .): tE In>F and YCc {b,&(h,, t; .): tE I,,}‘. (2.35) 
(2) Whenever c = 0 and ) I,, I/ h, + ~0 as n + Co, then, for any E > 0 there exists almost 
surely an nF < 00 such that for all n 2 n,, 
yo= {br&(k, t; .): tE 1,)’ and YOc {b&(h,, t; .): t E I,,}‘. (2.36) 
Proof. Fix an arbitrary YE (O,;] and consider Lk := nNIS-nCNI+, I,, for ka 1. Set 
MNI =[(L,(/h,,], and define a sequence tNk(l), . . . , tN,:(MNI) in Lk such that for 
all1~iZj~M,,,)t,,(i)-t,,(j)J~hNk.Sinceh,,~hh,andL,cZ,forallNk~n< 
Nk+, , it follows that the sequence defined by setting M,, = MN* and t,(i) = tNI( i) 
for all 1 c i C MN, satisfies (2.26). Our assumptions imply that Lk is equal either to 
IN, (when I, c Z2 c . . .) or to INI+,_, (when I, 1 I2 2. . e). In either case, it follows 
from (2.12) and the assumptions of the theorem that (log M,)/log, n + c when c > 0 
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and A4,, + 00 when c = 0. By applying Lemma 2.4 when c > 0 and Lemma 2.5 when 
c = 0, we obtain that, for an arbitrary f E ,Yc and E > 0, 
P(f @ {biv~U,v~(hr+, t; 
and 
J'(f@{bn(h, t; ~1: 
Next, we apply Lemma 2.3 
~(f~{biv~&v~(~~y t; 
and 
a): t E Lk}& i.o. (in k)) = 0 
tEI,}?)+O as n+oo. 
which, in turn, readily implies that 
‘): t E J!+}~ i.o. (in k)) = 0, (2.37) 
(2.38) 
P(-fE{b,l;,(h,,, t;.): tEI,,}‘)+O, as n+co. 
We now make use of (2.21) and (2.22), which, when combined with (2.37), imply that 
P(fg{b,&(h,, t;.): tEIn}F i.o.)=O. (2.39) 
Given (2.39), we use again Lemma 2.3, which implies that, for each E > 0, 
P(-f&{b&(h,, t; .): tEZ,}‘i.o.)=O. (2.40) 
We conclude the proof of Proposition 2.1 by a topological argument. Since YC is 
a compact subset of B(0, l), for each E > 0, there exists a finite covering of YC of 
the form Sp, c U,.=, N,,,(J), where 5 E Y,. for j = 1, . . . , m. Moreover, since f E 
Yc is equivalent to -f E Yc”,, we have also Sp, c lJf_, N,,,(J), with fm+, = -J; for 
l=l,..., m. By applying (2.39) and (2.40) to f =A for j= 1,. . . ,2m and with E 
replaced by $E, we obtain (2.35) and (2.36) by the triangle inequality. 0 
Remark 2.1. (1) If Z, = [a, b] is any fixed sub-interval of [0, 11 with 0~ a <b < 1, 
or if I,, = [0, 1 - h,], the assumptions of Proposition 1.1 are satisfied, so the conclusion 
(2.35) holds. 
(2) When c>O, the condition (log(]Z,,I/h,))/logz n+ c allows /Z,,] tend to zero. 
For instance, we may take IZ,,( = l/(log, n)P for an arbitrary p > 0. 
Proposition 2.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, whenever c> 0 and 
Wg(lLl/h,))/logz n + c, or whenever c = 0 and 1 Z,, I/ h, + CO as n + 00, we have for any 
E > 0, 
P(.Yc”c{b,,&,(h,,, t; .): teI,,}“)+ 1, 
(2.41) 
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Proof. Given (2.38), we use the same topological argument as in the proof of 
proposition 2.1. We omit details. q 
We now consider outer bounds for the sets ‘8’,, and .9,, as defined in (1.7). Towards 
this aim, we will introduce the following notation. Let K 2 1 be a fixed integer, 
which will be precised later on, and set T, ‘k’(i)=((k-l)/K+i-l)h,fork=l,..., K 
and i=l,..., ,..&k := [l/h, - (k - 1)/K]. Such a choice ensures that 0 c rr)( i) 5 
1 - h, for all 1s k S K and 1 s i S &&. For E > 0, consider the events 
A;,, = fi pfi {b,,o,(h, $‘(i); .)E 9:“) 
k=l ( i=l ) 
=: kGl (5 A:,(k, 9) (2.42) 
and 
A~,,=(b,sup(llu,(~,,t’;.)-u,(~,,t”;.)I~: 
0s t’, t”S 1, It’- t”JS K-‘h,)s;&}. 
An application of (1.4) in combination with Lemma 2.3 shows that 
liT+sy{k sup(IIb(k, t’; *)-%(k, t”,; *III: 
(2.43) 
0~ t’, t”c 1, It’- t”l s K-‘h,)} 
s 2(c+ 1)“2K-r’2 a.s., 
which in turn implies that P(A:,,) + 0 as n + 00 for all choices of K > 16~-‘(c+ 1). 
We choose, from now on, K = [ 16C’( c + l)] + 1. Since the events Ak,F( k, i) defined 
in (2.42) are independent (for a given 1 C k =S K), for i = 1,. . . , p,Q, we may use a 
Bonferroni inequality to obtain 
P(A;,,)al-; 1-P pfiA;,,(k,i) 
k=l ( ( ,=, )) 
(2.44) 
Next, we see that 
P(Ak,,(k, i)) = 1 -P(b,u,(h,, 7I’(i); .)a sPz’*) 
= 1 - P( W~,og,n)& 9:“). 
Noting that the complement 9 of YpcE’2 is a closed set in B(0, 1) such that J(9) =: 
c+2S > c, it follows from (2.3) that for all n sufficiently large, 
P(A&(k, i))~ 1 -exp(-(c+6) log, a)) = 1-(log a))-*. 
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Since p,+ 2 l/h,, this in turn implies that 
p4. 
n P(A;,,(k, i))s(l-(logn)))‘+)“h~ 
i=l 
a 1 -(log n)‘~~‘-‘+ 1 as n + co. 
Thus, by (2.44), P(Ah,) + 1 as n + co. Observe now that, by (2.42) and (2.43), 
A:,,-A:,,c ({h,u,(h,, t; *): ~EI,J~K), 
so that 
P({b,o,(h,, t; .): t E I,,}c 9’:) 3 P(AL,,) - P(Ai,,) + 1 as n + co. (2.45) 
The following theorem, which follows readily from (2.45) and Proposition 2.2, 
gives an ‘in probability’ version of the strong laws of Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the sequence {h,, n 3 l} satisjies 0 < h, < 1, together with 
(Hl, H4). Then, the sequences of random sets 8,(h,) and %,(h,) as deJined in (1.7) 
are such that, for any E > 0, 
P(.YCc %E(h,,)C 9’pfp)+ 1 and P(YCc .?lz(h,)c 9’PfF)+ 1 as n+co. 
(2.46) 
Moreover, we have, for any E > 0, 
P(YCc %:(h,)cYf’ i.o.)=l and P(YC~S?$:,(h,)~9’PfF i.o.)= 1. (2.47) 
Proof. The proof of (2.46) combines (2.41) for the ‘inner part’ and (2.45) jointly 
with an application of Lemma 2.3 for the ‘outer part’. (2.47) is a consequence of 
(2.46) and the observation that, for any sequence {A,,} of events, P(A,,)+ l+ 
P(A, i.o.) = 1. q 
The following sequence of lemmas is directed towards proving that YC+, is the 
limit set of 8,( h,) and of L&(h,,). Unfortunately, the blocking argument used in the 
proof of Proposition 2.1 turns out not to be sufficient for our needs, and we must 
use another technique. For this sake, for any fixed y > 0, introduce the sequence 
~=[(l+y)~] for k=l, 2,..., and observe that, as k + CO, log vk - k log(1 + y), 
log, vk -log k, and 
vk+l - vk = (l+o(l))yvk. (2.48) 
Set further 
(2.49) 
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and 
a(6) = max k sup 115,(~,,I-~n;.)-5,(~“,+,,~;.)ll, (2.50) 
Y~=z~~v~+, I-h,,=rsl-hvl+, 
and 




The following lemma states the versions of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 which are 
appropriate for the sequence {Yk, k > 1). 
Lemma 2.6. For any E > 0, there exists a y0 = yO( E) > 0, such that for all 0 < y s yO, 
we have, for i = 5, 6, 7, almost surely 
lim sup bvk+,OY)< F. 
k-m 
(2.52) 
Proof. The proof parallels the proof of Lemma 2.1 with small changes. In the first 
place, we replace (2.12) by (2.53) below. We have, as k + 0, for all vk s n C vk+l, 
h 
O<l-- uA+lc 1 _ns 1 _vk+Y 
h, Vk+l vk+l ?+I’ 
By (2.53), we see that, uniformly over z+ s n S Vk+), we have 
(2.53) 
(l+ y)-“*Glim inf(b,/b,,+,)Glim s~p(b,/b,~+,)s 1. (2.54) 
k-m k-m 
Moreover, for any 0 > y/( y + l), we have for all k sufficiently large and i = 5, 6, 
nps2 max w, (8h,). (2.55) 
vlsn~YI+, 
By choosing 8 = y, and by (2.14), (2.54) and (2.55), we obtain that, almost surely, 
lim sup b,,+,0y’G2((1+ y)y(c+l))“’ for i=5,6. (2.56) 
k-m 
The conclusion (2.52) follows for i = 5, 6 from the fact that the right-hand side 
of (2.56) may be rendered less than E by choosing y > 0 sufficiently small. Combining 
(1.4) with (2.55) taken with 8 = y, we further obtain that 
lim sup max sup ~nIl&&~+~, t; .)II n-cc ~~=srt~u~+, Osr=l-h, 
I+, 
~2(y(c+l))“*+(c+l)“* a.s. 
Since (2.54) implies that, uniformly over vk G n G vk+,  
(2.57) 
lim supl(dvk+l )“‘(Wb,,+,) - 11 s 
k-cc 
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we obtain readily from (2.57) that (2.52) holds for i = 7 and y> 0 sufficiently 
small. 0 
The following Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 are due to Deheuvels and Mason (1992). 
Introduce the events for E > 0 and y > 0, 
GA&, Y) ={(nlvk+,)“‘bYk+,Sn(hyi+l) t; . )gyPF+I 
for some 0 G t s 1 - h,,+, and vk < n s r++i}, 
and 
Dk(E, Y) = {kk+,SYk+,(kJk+IP t; .) G YP:+, for some 0s t s 1 - hYk+,}. 
Lemma 2.7. For every e > 0 and y > 0, there exists a K,,, such that k 2 K,,, implies that 
P(G(e, 7)) s 2P(Q($e, 7)). (2.58) 
Proof. Lemma 2.7 coincides with Lemma 3.4 of Deheuvels and Mason (1992). The 
latter lemma is proved with a different choice of the norming constants b,, which 
corresponds to when (Hl), (H2) and (H3) hold. However its proof can be repeated 
verbatim in our case with small changes in notation. The last inequality in this 
proof, i.e. (with the notation of Deheuvels and Mason, 1992), 
~(~~+l-~~)a,l+,I(~2~~+lb~li+,)~4/(~2log(Ila,,+,))~O as k+a, 
needs however to be modified. With our notation, we replace this line by 
Lemma 2.8. For all 0 < 0 < 1, E > 0 and n 3 1, we have 
P(b,&(h,, t;.)eC.YY:+,forsome O~ttl-h,,) 
~(eh,)~‘P(b,S,(h,,O;.)~Y~!:)+P(b,w,(Bh,)>ae). (2.59) 
Proof. Lemma 2.8 coincides with Lemma 3.7 of Deheuvels and Mason (1991). 0 
We are now prepared to prove the proposition: 
Proposition 2.3. Assume that the sequence {h,, n 2 1) satisfies 0~ h, < 1, together 
with (Hl), (H4). Then, the sequences of random sets &,(h,) and 9,(h,) as de$ned 
in (1.7) are such that, for any e > 0, we have almost surely for all n suficiently large, 
g,,(h,) c Z-t, and S,(h,) c Y’P:+, . (2.60) 
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Proof. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 jointly imply that all we need for (2.60) is to show that 
for any E > 0 we have almost surely ultimately in k + CO and for each small y > 0, 
%n(h~k+l)C YE+, for vk < n s vk+l. By Lemma 2.6 (with i = 7) and Lemma 2.7, we 
see that this, in turn, reduces by Borel-Cantelli to show that, for any E > 0, and for 
all y > 0 sufficiently small, & P(&(E, y)) <cc. By Lemma 2.8, we see that this last 
condition is implied by the following two statements, which we will show to hold 
for an arbitrary y > 0. 
Statement 1. For any F > 0, there exists a 0 < 0 < 1 such that 
(2.61) 
Statement 2. For any E > 0, we have 
To prove Statement 1, we use Fact 4 with 6 =+, a = 8/z,,, n = vk and A = 








Since c, + c as n + 00, the choice of 0 < 0 < 1/((32/~~)(c + d + l)] ensures that this 
last expression is ultimately less than 
yexp(-dlog,v,))=TeXp(-d(l+O(l))logk). 
By taking d = 2, we obtain the general term of a convergent series, which proves 
Statement 1. 
The proof of Statement 2 is more involved and will be achieved in two steps. In 
the first place, we use the Komlos, Major and Tusnady (1975) strong approximation 
of (u,( * ) by Brownian bridges. Bretagnolle and Massart (1989) have given the 
following version of this approximation. One may define U, , U,, . . on a probability 
space on which sits a sequence B, (. ) of Brownian bridges such that 
P(]Jrw,-B,II==n-“2 (x + 12 log n)) G 2 exp(-ix) 
for all x 2 0 and n 3 1. (2.63) 
Moreover, it is possible to set, for each n 21, B,(s)= W,,(s)--SW,(~) forOGsG1, 
where W,,( . ) is a sequence of standard Wiener process. 
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Recalling, by (1.6), that &,(h,, 0; s) = (Y,(s!I,) for 0~ s 4 1, we see that, for any 
& > 0, 
P(k&(kl, 0; .)a K+,) 
~P(b,B,(h,4)~~~!:)+P(lla,-B,II~~&b,’) 
~P(b,W,(h,9)~Yr~)+P(b,h,I W,(l)l~aE)+P(II(Y,--B,)I~~Eb,‘) 
=: &($E) + ~n,,(b, + Pn,&), (2.64) 
where 9 denotes the identity function on [0, 11. Thus, to prove (2.62), it suffices by 
(2.64) to show that, for any F > 0 and i = 1, 2, 3, 
c K:E&) <a. (2.65) 
k 
In the second step of our proof, we show that (2.65) holds for i = 1, 2, 3. 
(1) For i = 1, we use (2.2) and the observation that the complement 9 of Yr,, 
is closed in B(0, 1) and satisfies J( 9) =: c + 1 + 20 > c + 1, to obtain that for all large 
n, 
Pn,,(&) = PC Wlogzn) Es)<exp(-(c+l+O)logzn). (2.66) 
Since by (1.3) hi’ = exp(c, log, n) with c, + c, it follows from (2.66) that for all 
large n, 
h,‘&,(E) s exp(-(1 +;e) log, n). 
Since log, r+ - log k as k + ~0, hi: P”, ,(E) s k-(‘+H’4) for all large k, so that (2.65) , 
holds for i = 1. 




= - nTT-I’*( h, log, n)-“2 exp 
& 
( -clog2 n) 
1 
2 
= - nr’i2 exp -; log, n +& log, n -flog, n ) 
E n > 
which, since h, + 0, is for all n sufficiently large less than or equal to exp( -3 log, n). 
Since log, r$ -log k as k + ~0, it follows that h;>P,,,,(s) G ke2 for all large k, which 
suffices for (2.65). 
(3) For i = 3, we use (2.63) with x = $&(2nh,, log, n)“‘- 12 log n. It is readily 
verified that, for all n sufficiently large, x 2 6n”4+ 6 log(2/ h,). Thus, by (2.63), for 
all large n, we have h,‘P,,3(E) s 2h;’ exp(-ix) < exp(-n”4) which is summable in 
n. We obtain therefore (2.65) for i = 3. 
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Since we have just proved that (2.65) holds for i = 1, 2 and 3, the proof of 
Proposition 2.3 is now completed. 0 
In Proposition 2.4 below, we show that each function of Yc+, is, with probability 
one, infinitely often in Sz and infinitely often in 2: for each E > 0. We will make 
use of the following notation and results. Let y> 0 be a fixed constant, and let 
~=[(l+yy)~] for k=O,l,.... Setfurther,fork~l,O~t~l-h,, andOsS<l, 
Fv,(&, t; s) = U,A(h,,, t; S)-(Vk-,/Vk)“2u,l~l(h,,, t; s). (2.67) 
It is noteworthy that the sets of functions { lyUl (h,,, t; * ): 0 s t c 1 - h,,} are 
independent for k = 1, 2,. . . , and identical in distribution for each k = 1, 2, . . , to 
{((vk - ~~-,)/~k)“2u,I(h,,, t; ‘): 0s ts 1 -h,,} 
4{((,-,_,)/~k)“2(W(t+h$+W(t)): O~ttl-hh,.,}, 
where W( .) is a standard Wiener process. Note further that (see, e.g., (2.23)) 
u+,(h,,, t; *) is defined for 1 - h,,ml d t s 1 -h,,. 
Let 
of’ = ( Vk_J Vk)“2 oG,~y-ph ll%_,(k,Y t; .)II (2.68) 
“I-1 
and 
nP’ = ( Vk_J Vk)“2 sup II%&,(h”,, t; .)I. (2.69) 
I&h .~__,--_til-h,l 
Lemma 2.9. For any E > 0, if y, = 64C*, we have for all y 2 y, and i = 8,9, 
lim sup bvlflnjii)< F. 
k+u: 
(2.70) 
Proof. Recalling (2.24), we have J2p’ ~(~k-,/Vk)“*{O,,~,(h,,)+2w”,~,(h,,)}. BY 
(2.6), taken with n = vk_, , a = h,,, 6 =1, and A = 8(2 log vk)“2, we obtain that 
pk := p(%_l (h,,)~8bul)~ 160h,’ exP(-4(10g2 Vk)$(Uk))p 
where uk := 8(2 log, Vk/(Z’k-,hur)) I’*+ 0 as k-t CO. Making use of the fact that 
log2 vk -log k, we see, by (2.7), that Pk G exp(-2 log k) = ke2 for all large k. Since 
& Pk <Co, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that 
lim sup b,,w,,m,(h,,) s 8 a.s. (2.71) 
k-cc 
By repeating the proof of Lemma 2.3 with the change of n into r&r and of h, 
into h,,, and making use of (H4), we obtain readily that 
lim b,,O,,m,(h,,) = 0 a.s. 
k-a 
(2.72) 
Since r+_r/uk + l/y as n + 00, it follows from (2.71) and (2.72) that the left-hand 
side of (2.70) is almost surely less than or equal to 8 y-l’* for i = 8. Thus, it suffices 
to choose y, 2 64~~~ to obtain (2.70) for i = 8. 
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The proof of (2.70) for i = 9 can be deduced from that obtained for i = 8 by the 
following simple argument. Observe that the process { wI(s, t) = W( 1 - S, t) - 
W( 1, t), 0 G s s 1, t 2 0) is identical in distribution with { W(s, t), 0 s s s 1, t 2 0). 
Let u’,(h, t; S) be as in (2.23) with the formal change of W( . , . ) into W’( -, . ), and 
let fly’) be as in (2.68) with the formal change of u,~_, into u:,_,. Then, we have 
np’<n y”) for all large k. It follows that the same choice of y, > 64~~~ implies that 
(2.70) holds for i = 9, 10. 0 
Proposition 2.4. Assume that (Hl) and (H4) hold, and letfe Y’C+, . Let I, = [A,,, B,] 
be a sequence of sub-intervals of [0, 1 -h,], and set (I,, I= B, - A,,. Then, whenever 
II,, 3 h, and (log(ll,,l/h,))/log, n + c as n -+a, we have 
P((fc {b,&(hm t; *): TV GE) 
n (-f~ {b&(h,, t; a): TV I,,}“) i.o.) = 1. (2.73) 
Proof. Let z+ = [( 1 + Y)~] for k z 0. An application of Lemma 2.3 shows that all we 
need for (2.73) is to prove that, for each E > 0, there exists a y > 0 such that 
P(~E {b,,o,,(h,,, t; .): t E I,,}” i.o. (in k)) = 1. (2.74) 
Observe that f~ Yc+, satisfies If(s)1 = jji$(s) dsJ< .~“~1jAj~(s) dsl”*s (c+ l)“* 
for OGsSl. Thus 
- vk-l)/ vk)“2f(s) -fts)l 
(c+1)‘/2=: R(y). (2.75) 
Let y2> 0 be such that R(y) <+E for all y 2 y2. By (2.75), we see that, for all 
y> y2, (2.74) is implied by 
P(((,k-.,_,)/.,)“2fE{b,,u,,(h,,, t; *): tE&}F’2 i.0. (in k))= 1. 
(2.76) 
Next, we make use of (2.67), (2.68) and (2.69) which, when combined with (2.76) 
and Lemma 2.9, imply that: for all y 3 y3 := max( y2, 64(ae)-*), (2.76) and (2.74) are 
implied by 
P((( vk - Vk_,)/Vk)“*fE {b,,q,,(h,,, t; e): f E IVl}F’4 i.o. (in k)) = 1. (2.77) 
By Borel-Cantelli and the independence of the pV,, (2.77)e& Qk = 00, where 
Qk:= P(((Vk-Yk--l)/vk)“2fE{by~~“l(hyk, t; ‘1: tE &)“‘4) 
sP(f~{b,,v,,(h,,, t; .): ~EIJ’~). (2.78) 
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Set now M, = [II,,l/h,], and select for each n a sequence {t,,(j), 1 cj~ M,,}c I, 
and satisfying (2.26). By (2.78), we have, setting pLk = M,,, 
( 
@!. 
Qk 2 zJ u {bv,ov,(h +, L,(j): .)E ~,&f)~ 
j=l > 
I*I 
= 1 - n Cl- P(L,4,(&, L,(j); .) E Nlr(f))) 
j=1 
3 1 - exp(-dY Wloglvk) E K,,(f))). (2.79) 
Recalling that %:= NFi4(f) ={gE B(0, 1): Ilf--g]l <E} is open in B(0, 1) and such 
that J( %) =: c+ l-28 < ct 1, we have, by (2.3), for all k sufficiently large, 
KJY YlOg*ul) E X,0)) 
2 ,_&k exp(-( c + I - 0) log, r+) 
=exp(-(c+l-~) log, Vk+log(ll”lI/h,~)+O(l)) 
Zexp(-(I -ie) log, vk)sexp(-(l-6) log k) = k-l+‘, (2.80) 
where 0 < 6 < 1 is an arbitrary constant such that 6 <a& Thus, by (2.79) and (2.80), 
@zl-exp(-k-‘+‘)=(l+o(l))k-‘+’ (2.81) 
for all large k, which implies that xk Qk = cc as sought. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.3 follows directly from Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 
and 2.4, when 1, = [0, 1 -h,]. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. In the remainder of this section, we assume that h, + h E (0,l) 
as n + co. By Finkelstein (1971), the limit set of {b,,.&(h,, t; . ): 0~ t G 1 - h,} consists 
of all functions of the form gL,(LJ) = K”‘(f(r+ h$) -f(t)) with f~ 9= 




f(t+s)--f(t) for O<sGh, 
f(t+h)-f(t)+t(s-h) for hSsGt+h, (2.82) 
f(s) for t+hGsGl, 
belongs to 9 and satisfies gf*,, = gl.*,O. Therefore, we may reduce the limit set of 
{bn&(h,, t; a): OS t s 1 -h,} to Sh := {K”f(h~):fE S}. 
Consider an absolutely continuous function f on (0, l), and fix A =f(h). Since 
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with equality when f is constant on [h, 11. Thus, we have 
inf :j2(u) du:f(h)=A 
A similar argument on [0, h] yields 
inf andf(O)=O]=g. 
Given h E (0, l), the maximum value of A = *f(h) withfE 9iis such that h’(l/(l - 
h)+l/h)=A2/(h(l-h))~l~~A]~(h(l-h))”2. Thus, hP”‘f(h) can take an 
arbitrary value in the interval [-m, -1. Given g( 1) = h-“‘f( h) in this 
interval, the function g(s) = hP”2f(hs) for 0~ s d 1 is only restricted to satisfy the 
conditions 
g(O)=0 and [,I’p’(s)ds=[0hj.2(s)dssI-~=l-&g2(l). 
(2.83) 
which is the desired characterization of the limit set. Notice that if (2.83) holds, 
then, g’(l)< (Jig’(s) ds)“‘< 1 -(h/(1 -h))g2(1), which is equivalent to g2(l)s 
l-h. 
Let g be any function of the limit set given in (2.83). Assume first that g # 0, and 
let F > 0 be such that lgl > 4~. Since the null function 0 is in 9, we have P( 6,,II a,, [I< 
sfii.0.) = 1, which implies that P(gg %‘,(h,)’ c {O’}‘* i.o.) = 1. Likewise, if g = 0, 
consider the linear function f(s) = sJi---7; for 0 s s c 1 which also belongs to the 
limit set. Since P(~E %Yn(h,,)’ i.o.) = 1 for each F >O, it suffices to take E <$m 
to obtain that P(g & 2zYH(h,)’ i.o.) = 1. Thus, combining both cases, we see that, for 
any g in the limit set (2.83) and E > 0, P(g & gti( h,)’ i.o.) = 1. This proves that 
Z’,,(h,) minimally covers the void set. 
We conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1 by an application of Fact 3, which readily 
implies that, in the arguments above, one can replace %,,( h,) by -&(h,). Since the 
limit set (2.83) is invariant by the mapping g + -g, the result follows. I7 
Remark 2.2. We see that we have a discontinuity as far as the set minimally covered 
by ‘Z’,,(h,) (resp. .C?,,(h,)) is concerned. If h, + h E (0, l] as n + 00, then we obtain 
almost surely the void set. On the other hand, if h, + 0 and (H4) holds with c = 0, 
we obtain {a}. There is no discontinuity, however, for the ‘in probability’ version 
of this statement. In the first place, Theorem 2.1 shows that if h, + 0 as n + a and 
if (H4) holds with c = 0, then, for any F > 0, 
P(g,,(h,)c{O}‘)+l and P(9,(h,)c{6}‘)+1 as n+a (2.84) 
On the other hand, it is well known (see, e.g., Billingsley, 1968 p. 85) that for r > 0, 
~(lla,II>t)~P(llBll>f)=2 z (-l)ki’exp(-2k2t2) as n-a, (2.85) 
k=l 
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where B( . ) denotes a Brownian bridge. Thus, for any E > 0, P( b, 11 LY II> E) + 0, which 
in turn implies that (2.84) also holds for all F > 0 when h, + h E (0, l] as n + 03. This 
last result is stated in the following theorem, which completes Theorem 2.1 when 
h,+O. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that 0 < h, G 1 is a sequence such that h, + h E (0, l] as n + ~0. 
Then 
P(YOc %‘~(h,)cY~‘)+l and P(9’0~5?~(h,)cY’$)+1 asn+oo, 
(2.86) 
for any$xed e > 0. 0 
Corollary 2.1. Assume that O< h, s 1 is a sequence such that h, + h E (0, l] as n + ~0. 
Then, the limit set of the sequence {b,w,( h,)} is almost surely equal to the interval 
[0, min((l- h)“*, 22’hP”2)]. 
Proof. We start by the observation that, by (2.82), the limit set we seek coincides 
with (h~“‘~~~(h9)~~: f E 9”). Next, we see that, for f~ 9, Ilf(h9)lls llfll~ 
s~pn~u~l (u( 1 - u))“~ = $. Moreover, the latter upper bound is reached if f(s) = $s 
for OSSG$, and f(s)=$(l-s) for $~s~l, with p=*l. If hai, we see that 
this choice of f ensures that Ilf(h9)ll = f. M oreover, the choice of an arbitrary 
Ip] s 1 yields Ilf(h4)II =4/p/. W e so obtain that the limit set is [0,22’h-“‘I in 
this case. Next, for 0 < h ~4, we see that Ijf(h9)ll s sup,&(h)) = (h( 1 -h))“‘, 
which is reached when f(s) = (ps/h)(h(l- h))“’ for 0~s~ h and f(s)= 
~((1 -s)/(l- h))(h(l- h))“’ for h s SC 1, with p = +l. Moreover, the choice of an 
arbitrary Ip( d 1 yields Ilf(h9)ll = Ipl(h(l -h))“‘. We so obtain that the limit set is 
[0, (1 -h)“‘] in this case. This completes the proof of Corollary 2.1. Cl 
3. Applications 
3.1. Limit sets for functionals of the empirical process 
Let @( .) denote a functional on B(0, 1) which is continuous with respect to the 
sup-norm topology. Typical examples of such functionals are @(f ) = supoSrG l1 f (s)l 
or Q(f) = 5: w(s)f(s) d s, where w( .) is in L'(0, 1). We consider the random sets 
definedby%2’,(@)={@(b,&(h,, t; .)): tc Zn}and~~(.)={~(bn5,(h,, t; .I): tEZ,,}, 
where I, is a sequence of sub-intervals of [0, 1 - h,]. A direct corollary of Propositions 
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and Theorem 2.1 is as follows. 
Corollary 3.1. Assume that {h,, n 2 1) satisfies O< h, < 1, together with (Hl) and 
(H4). Let Z,, satisfy either I, 1 Z2 2. . . or I, c Z,c . . . , ((log(lZ,,]/h,))/log2 n + c, and 
]Z,,]/h,, + 00 as n + 00. Then, the sequences of random sets S?:(Q) and 9?:(Q) are 
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almost surely relatively compact in R with limit sets equal to [P$+“, 2’2’], where for 
d 20, 
f$= inf Q(f) and Z’$=sup Q(f). 
fET*d fE.Y‘j 
(3.1) 
Moreover, 9?.:( 0) and SZq,( @) almost surely minimally cover [&,, .T&] and are 
such that, for any E > 0, 
as n+oo, where, ifAcR, AF:=UXtA(x-~,x+.e). 
Proof. In the first place, observe that 9, is compact and path-connected. This last 
property follows obviously from the fact, that, if f E Yd, then Af E 9, for all ]A] G 1. 
This implies that the image set @(Yd) is the compact interval [e$, &,I. Choose 
now an arbitrary 19 E [&?‘, Z’$‘], and f E Yc+, such that Q(f) = 8. By Proposition 
2.4, there exists almost surely a sequence n, + co such that b,,.$,,(h,, t,,; .)+f; for 
some suitable t, E I,,. This implies that @(b&,(h,, t, ; .)) + 8. 
Conversely, if b,,,&( h,,, t, ; * ) is an arbitrary subsequence with nj + ~0, by Proposi- 
tion 2.3, there exists almost surely a further subsequence such that, along this 
subsequence, &,&, (h,, , t,, ; .) converges in B(0, I) to some function f E .Yc+l. By 
continuity of @, this implies that, along this subsequence, @( b,,,&( h,,!, t,, ; . )) + 
D(f). This proves that the limit set of %!z(@) is almost surely [Cc,“, A?‘:‘]. The 
same argument applies for ?A!:(@). 
The fact that %!z( @) and 9229,( @) minimally cover [&,, 9’$] is proved likewise, 
with subsequences replaced by full sequences, and by replacing Propositions 2.3 
and 2.4 by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Likewise, (3.2) follows from Theorem 2.1. We 
omit the details of these arguments. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, we have almost surely 
lim inf sup @(b,,&(h,, t; .)) =JZ&, 
n-02 I I E I,, I 
(3.3) 
sup @(b,&,(h,, t; * )) 
fEt,r 
and 
lim sup @(b,,& (h,, t ; . )) = 2% in probability. 
n-m 1 tt1, I 
Moreover, (3.3) and (3.4) hold with 5 replaced by 5. 
(3.4) 
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Proof. Straightforward by Corollary 3.1. 0 
In some applications, we may seek to refine (3.3) and (3.4) by characterizing 
the limit set of the extremal functionals suplcI,, @(b,&(L r; .)) and 
suprtr @( b,&,(h,, t; . )). For this purpose, we need a new argument. The following 
lemma is a crucial step towards solving this problem. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f be an arbitrary function in the set Sq.,, - 9,. Then, for any E > 0, 
we have, under the assumptions of Corollary 3.1.) if d = J( f ), 
P((f~{U,(h,, t; .): tE I,)‘) 
n ({b,&,(h,, t; e): 0~ t s 1- h,}C 9”;) i.o.) = 1. (3.5) 
Proof. In order to avoid technicalities, the proof is given for I,, = [0, 1 -h,]. It will 
become obvious from our arguments that the same methods apply for a general I,, 
satisfying the assumptions of Corollary 3.1. Set 
( 
0 for OGssf, 
g(s)= f(3s-1)/a for$GsG$, (3.6) 
f(l) for$<sGl. 
By (3.6), we see that g E Yd. Consider now the events 
D(n, E, i)={I/(6h, log, n)~“*o,(3h,,(i_l)h,; .)-gll<e/&}, (3.7) 
E(n, E, i)={(2h, log, n)-“*o,(h,, t; .)EP’: 
for tE[O,(i-3)h,]u[(i+2)h,,l-h,]}, (3.8) 
for i=3,... ,3N,,:=3[1/(3h,)]-3. Observe that for each 3~i~ N,,, D(n, E, i) and 
E(n, E, i) are independent. Moreover, if D(n, E, i) n E( n, E, i) holds, then: 
- For any tE[(i-2)h,, (i-l)h,] and for any tE[(i+l)h,, (i+2)h,], 
(2h, log, n)-1’2u,(h,, t; .) E P’z c Y’:. (3.9) 
- For any tE[(i-l)h,, ih,,] and for any tE[ih,,(i+l)h,], 
(2h, log, n)-“*o,(h,, t; .) E 9”;. (3.10) 
- For t = ih,, 
II(2h, log, n)-“*u,(h,, t; .) -fll < F. (3.11) 
Choose now Ed > 0 such that for all 0 < E G q,, f & Yfp. This is possible since f E Yd 
with d > c. By (3.9) and (3.11), it follows that for any 0 < E G E,, the events 
H(n,e,j)=D(n,e,3j)nE(n,e,3J) forj=l,..., N,, (3.12) 
are disjoint. 
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By Lemma 2.3 and (2.45), we see that, uniformly over 1 Gj G N,,, P( E (n, F, 3j )) + 1 
as n + co. On the other hand, the same argument as used for (2.80) shows that, for 
all n sufficiently large and 1 =z j s N n, 
P(D(n,~,3j))Z$exp(-(d-26)log,n), (3.13) 
where E > 0 is a constant. 
Combining (3.12) and (3.13), we see that for any fixed 0~ F s q,, we have for all 
n sufficiently large 
R(n):= P N,P(Wn, e, 3j))P(E(n, e, 3j)) 
sN,exp(-(d-26)log,n)aexp(-(d-c-6)log,n). (3.14) 
We now follow the lines of the proof of Proposition (2.4), by showing that the 
conclusion of Lemma 3.1 holds whenever Ck R( z+) = co for all E > 0 sufficiently 
small and y > 0 sufficiently large, with u, being defined by vk = [( 1 + Y)~] for k 3 0. 
Since log, vk -log k as k+ 00, we see by (3.14) that this condition holds whenever 
d - c - 6 < 1, which in turn is implied by d - c s 1. Since we have chosen f E YC+, , 
we have J(f) = G ct This completes proof of 3.1. 0 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, the almost sure limit sets of 
{suP,I I,, @(U,,(h,, r; .))I and {suP,~~,, @(bL(h,, t; .)I) are equal to [Xi, =%‘I. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, the limit sets are included in [ZC,, Zg’]. An application 
of Lemma 3.1 shows in turn that the limit sets include {suP,~.,, B(f): c s d s c-t l}. 
Recalling that Sp, = d”‘Y = {d “‘f: f E Y}, we see that d + supft,,* @(d”‘f) is con- 
tinuous in d (this follows from the fact that Y is compact). 0 
3.2. Oscillation moduli of empirical and quantile processes 
Following the notation of Deheuvels and Mason (1991), we set, for 0~ h =S 1, 
Z;(h) = * sup +&(h, t; l), C&(h) =max(Ez(h), -E”,(h)), 
Osrsl-h 
s;(h) = * sup SUP * &(h, t; ~1, w,(h) =max(&z(h), -L?:(h)), 
OS,S,-h OSrSl 
@c(h)=& sup *&,(h, t; l), A,(h)=max(Oz(h), -O;(h)), 
(3.15) 
Osr=sbh 
Q;(h)=* sup sup * 5,(h, r; s), 6,(h) = max(Gz(h), -6,(h)). 
Os,s,-h Osszs, 
The following theorem gives a positive answer to the conjecture p. 544 in Shorack 
and Wellner (1986), when applied to w,(h,). 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that 0 < h, < 1 satisjies (Hl) and (H4). Then, for any choice 
of r, = iEZ, *z;, *o;, *@, n,, w,, A,, or a,,, the sequence {b,T,,(h,)} is almost 
surely relatively compact, with limit set equal to the interval [cl”, (c+ l)“‘]. 
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Proof. It follows by an application of Theorem 3.1 to each of the functionals 
considered. For instance, for w,(h), we set @(f)=supoS,,,lf(s)], to obtain that 
2% = SUP~~:Y,, s~po~s&-(~)I = d”2. 0 
Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 implies that the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 remains valid 
when in (3.15), the supremum is taken over t E I,, instead of t E [0, 1 -h,], and where 
I,, satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. 
3.3. Nonparametric density estimation 
Let X,, X,,... be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random 
variables on the real line, having common distribution function G(x) = P(X, s x) 
and density g(x) = G(x), assumed to be continuous and positive on an interval 
[A, B], with --OO s A < B s ~0. Consider the classical kernel density estimator given by 
g,(x) =(na,)-’ i KtC’fx-X)1 
i=I 
= a,‘K(a,‘(x- t)) dG,(t), (3.16) 
where G,,(t):= n-‘#{X, Q t: 1 s is n},andwhere{a,, n > 1)isasequenceofpositive 
constants. The kernel K( .) is a function satisfying the following conditions. 
(Kl) K( . ) is of bounded variation on (--CO, 00); 
(K2) for some O<M<cc, K(u)=0 for all ]u)ZM; 
(K3) j:,K(u)du=l. 
Extending results due to Stute (1982), Deheuvels and Mason (1992) proved the 
following strong law for g,( . ). Assume that h, = a,, satisfies (Hl), (H2) and (H3), 
and that K (. ) satisfies (Kl), (K2) and (K3). Then, for any A < C < D < B, we have 
lim sup f 




= K2(u) du a.s. (3.17) 
We will obtain the following version of (3.17), corresponding to when h, = a,, 
satisfies (Hl) and (H4). 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that (Kl), (K2) and (K3) hold, and that {a,,, n 2 1) is a positive 
sequence such that h, = a,, satisfies the assumptions (Hl) and (H4). Then, for any 
A < C < D < B, the sequence 
sup * &I(x) - ~kf7b)) 
C‘=zXSD ( 433 ky:’ (3.18) 
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is almost surely relatively compact (in R, endowed with the usual topology), with limit 
set equal to the interval 
[ P( I:, zeU) du)li2, (c+l)L”( J: zqU) duy2]. (3.19) 
Proof. Following the arguments of the proof of Theorem 4.1 of Deheuvels and 
Mason (1991), we limit ourselves without loss of generality to prove that the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.3 holds when K( .) is such that K(u) =0 for u & (0,l). 
Moreover, we may assume further that G,(x) = F,,( G(x)), where F,,( . ) is as in 
Section 1. By all this, we are led to (see, e.g., (4.2.6) in Deheuvels and Mason, 1992) 
n”‘a,k,(x) - Ek,(x))) 
=-I 
1 
(a,(G(x+a,u))-c-u,(G(x))) dK(u). (3.20) 
0 
Let &, > 0 be a constant which will be precised later on, and let I” = [ 6;, fi] be an 
arbitrary interval such that C s 6 < fi < 0, and fi - e s so. Let A > 0 be another 
constant, to be precised later on, and set h, = Aa,, b, = (2h, log, n))“2, I = 
[G(E), G(c)]. Note that G( 6) < G(b), since g is positive on [e, 61. Consider 
the set of functions 
={(2Aa, log, n)P”2(a,(G(x)+Aa,$)-a,(G(x))): XE r’}. (3.21) 
By Proposition 2.3, we see that, for any E >O, we have ultimately in n with 
probability one {b,&,( h,, r; . ): t E I} = .YE!4. We now make use of the fact that, for 
any f~ Yap, (this follows from the triangle inequality, combined with Schwarz’s 
inequality), 
We choose A =sup~~,~~ g(x), and let &>O so small that, uniformly over 
O<u<laandxE[ 
(3.23) 
By combining (3.20), (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23), we see that almost surely for all 
n sufficiently large and uniformly over x E I, 
I( g”(X)&(g”(x)))($-)“2+jO’ (b,,&(h,, G(x); u)) dK(u)l SE. 
(3.24) 
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Next, we make use of Theorem 3.1, applied to the functionals Q(f) = 
+jif(u) dK(u). It is readily verified that, for any f~ Yd, 
I 
1 
@(f)= r W4.h) du 
0 




< d’12 K*(u)du , 
-cc 
the latter upper bound being reached for f(u) = Td “‘K( u)(jyW K2( u) du)-“* =: 
_?z( u). Thus, we have Z’“, = d “‘(jya K*(u) du)“2, and the almost sure limit set of 
{sup,,i* JA (b&(h,, g(x); u)) dK(u)} is the interval [6p&, 22’1 given in (3.19). 
By choosing 6,> 0 sufficiently small, we obtain that, uniformly over x E l we 
have ]A-‘g(x) - 11 s E. Since e > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily small, and in view of 
(3.24), we have just proved that: for any 8>0, there exists a &,>O such that the 
limit set -ie(?) of sup,,i*((g,(x)-E(g,(x)))/m)(na,/(2log,n))”* satisfies 
almost surely 
[~er,,~ec,“]c~(?)“c[~~-28,~~‘+2e]. (3.25) 
Given 6,> 0, we may always partition [C, D) into a finite union U, [ ei, fii), for 
i=l,..., N, of disjoint sub-intervals such that ei < fii and d, - 6;,~ &, for i = 
1, . . . , N. By applying (3.25) with e = 6;, and fi = 6; to each of these sub-intervals, 
and by letting 0>0 become arbitrarily small, we obtain that the limit set of the 
sequence in (3.18) is almost surely included in the interval given in (3.19). To prove 
that the reverse inclusion holds, we apply Lemma 3.1 with f=f$, Z,, = 
[@A G(fi,)l, CC d G c + 1. We obtain likewise the conclusion by letting 8 > 0 
become arbitrarily small. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, we have 
in probability as n + CO. (3.26) 
Proof. Repeating the arguments used for the proof of Theorem 3.3, we conclude 
by using (3.4) and Corollary 3.2. q 
Remark 3.2. By the arguments used by Hall (1990), the preceding results may be 
proved to hold for kernels satisfying only (Kl) and (K3) when A = ---CO and B = 00. 
Remark 3.3. The results of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are new, to our best knowledge, 
and complete the results of Stute (1982) (see also Theorem 6.2.5 in CsGrgB and 
R&&z, 1981) in the range characterized by (H4). Of course, most ‘standard’ choices 
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for the parameter a, are of the form a, = CKP for some C > 0 and 0 <p < 1, and 
are covered by (H l), (H2) and (H3). Such values of the bandwidth a, are appropriate 
for all usual non-negative kernels K (. ). On the other hand, for superkernels (see, 
e.g., Chapter 7 in Devroye, 1987), i.e., kernels K( .) satisfying j?a u~K(u) du =0 
for k = 1,2,. . , , and for suitably smooth densities g( . ), the ‘best’ choice of a, with 
respect to criterion such as the minimization of the L’ distance may be ultimately 
larger than nPp for any fixed E > 0. Therefore, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 might prove 
themselves useful to treat this case (one needs here Remark 3.2, since superkernels 
do not have bounded supports). 
3.4. Increments of Kiefer and Wiener processes - extensions 
It is obvious from our arguments that the results which have been obtained for 
&,( h,, t; - ) and &,( h,, t; . ) are valid without change for the increments of a Kiefer 
process, i.e., for ~,(h,, t; s):= n-“’ (K(t+h,s, n)-K(t, n)). The related problem 
of the increments of Wiener processes, in the range considered by Book and Shore 
(1978), has been investigated by Deheuvels and RCvCsz (1991). Multivariate 
extensions of our results are natural for emprical processes. However, quantile 
processes are not readily generalized in Rd for d 2 2. This problem will be considered 
elsewhere. 
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